One of the most crucial qualities of an optimizing compiler is its ability to detect when di erent data references access the same storage location. Such references are said to be data-dependent and they impose constraints on the amount of program modi cations the compiler can apply for improving the program's performance. For parallelizing compilers the most important program constructs to investigate are loops and the array references they contain. In previous work we h a ve found a serious limitation of current data dependence tests to be that they cannot handle loop bounds or array subscripts that are symbolic, nonlinear expressions. In this paper, we describe a dependence test, called the Range Test, that can handle such expressions. Brie y, the Range Test proves independence by determining whether certain symbolic inequalities hold for a permutation of the loop nest. Powerful symbolic analyses and constraint propagation techniques were developed to prove such inequalities. The Range Test has been implemented in Polaris, a parallelizing compiler developed at the University of Illinois. We will present measurements of the Range Test's performance and compare it with state-of-the-art tests.
Introduction
Parallelizing compilers are necessary to allow programs written in standard sequential languages to run e ciently on parallel machines. In order to achieve good performance, these compilers must be able to identify the important loops whose iterations can be run concurrently, and transform these loops into parallel ones 3 . Powerful dependence tests are needed to e ectively exploit the inherent parallelism in these sequential programs.
There has been much research in the area of data dependence analysis 1, 20, 2 7 , 30, 33 . Modern data dependence tests have become very accurate and e cient. However, most of these tests require the loop bounds and array subscripts to be represented as a linear a ne function of loop index variables. That is, the expressions must be in the form c 0 + P n j=1 c j i j where c j are integer constants and i j are loop index variables. Expressions not of this form are called nonlinear. A n o b viously nonlinear expression is a term i 2 or i 3 . Less obvious is the fact that a term c i, where c is not a known, constant i n teger value, is also considered nonlinear by current tests. We h a ve found both of these patterns in important parts of our application programs.
Because nonlinear expressions prevent the application of dependence tests, parallelizing compilers perform several analyses and optimizations to eliminate nonlinear expressions. For example, constant Unfortunately, not all nonlinear expressions can be removed. It was believed that this would not be a problem for dependence testing real programs since nonlinear expressions would be rare. However, our manual parallelization e ort of the Perfect Benchmarks have shown us that this is not the case 17, 18 . For example, a parallelizing compiler could achieve a speedup of at most two for the codes OCEAN and TRFD from the Perfect Benchmarks if it could not parallelize loops with nonlinear array subscripts 9 . For some of these loops, nonlinear expressions occurred in the original program text. For other loops, nonlinear expressions were introduced by the compiler.
Two common compiler passes can introduce nonlinearities into array subscript expressions: induction variable substitution and array linearization. Induction variable substitution replaces variables that are incremented by a constant v alue for each loop iteration with a closed-form expression made up of only loop invariants and loop indices. However, when induction variable substitution is performed upon multiply nested loops, the resulting closed-form expression may be nonlinear. For example, performing induction variable substitution on the loop nest in Figure 1 introduces a nonlinear expression into the subscript of array A. Remember that, by our de nition, nonlinear terms like n*j are considered to be nonlinear, even though the variable n is loop-invariant.
Array linearization transforms two or more dimensions of an array i n to a single dimension. Array linearization is needed by subroutine inlining or interprocedural analysis when an array is dimensioned di erently across procedure boundaries. If the declared dimensions of a multidimensional array are symbolic expressions, the resulting linearized array m a y be nonlinear. For example, if the array A, which was originally dimensioned as An,m, w as linearized, its declaration will be changed to An*m, and a reference Ai,j will be changed to Ai + n*j-1.
In this paper, we will present the Range Test, a dependence test that can handle symbolic, nonlinear array subscripts and loop bounds. In the Range Test, we mark a loop as parallel if we can prove that the range of elements accessed by an iteration of that loop do not overlap with the range of elements accessed by other iterations. We prove this by determining whether certain symbolic inequality relationships hold. Powerful variable constraint propagation and symbolic simpli cation techniques were developed to determine such inequality relationships. To maximize the number of loops found parallel using the Range Test, we examine the loops in the loop nest in a permuted order. The Range Test has been introduced in 6 . Since then, we h a ve e v aluated the test extensively and compared it with other data dependence tests.
Section 2 brie y de nes data dependences and direction vectors. Section 3 then describes the Range Test. Section 4 gives an overview of the range propagation algorithm a prerequisite for the Range Test, which allows us to compare symbolic expressions. Examples of important loop nests that the Range L 1 : DO i 1 = P 1 ; Q 1 ; R 1 L n : DO i n = P n ; Q n ; R n S 1 :
Af i 1 ; : : : ; i n = S 2 :
= Agi 1 ; : : : ; i n ENDDO ENDDO Figure 2 : Model of loop nest for dependence testing.
Test can parallelize but current tests cannot are given in section 5. Section 6 will present performance measurements. We will then compare our work with other symbolic data dependence tests in Section 7. Section 8 presents our conclusions and plans for future work.
Data dependence
In this section we will give a brief de nition of data dependences. For a more thorough description of data dependence and dependence analysis, see Banerjee et al 3, 1 , 3 3 .
To ease the presentation of the Range Test, we will assume that we h a ve a perfectly nested FORTRAN-77 loop nest as shown in Figure 2 . We will also assume that the tested array A has only one dimension. The array access functions f and g, the loop's lower and upper bounds P i and Q i , and the loop's stride R i m a y be arbitrary symbolic expressions made up of loop-invariant v ariables and loop indices i.e. i x of enclosing loops. We will also assume that all loop strides R i are positive. It is not di cult to extend our test to handle imperfectly nested loops, negative strides, multidimensional arrays, and loop-variant v ariables. We will discuss these generalizations in Section 3.6.
We de ne an index subspace R j , where 1 j n, to be the set of all loop index vectors 1 ; : : : ; j that fall within loop bounds of the outermost j loops. More formally, R j = f 1 ; : : : ; j : P 1 1 Q 1 ; : : : ; P j j Q j ;
1 , P 1 m o d R 1 = 0 ; : : : ; j , P j m o d R j = 0 g The conditions i , P i m o d R i = 0 are required to make sure that each i can only take o n v alues that are some multiple of the loop's stride from the loop's initial value. The index space R is de ned to be equal to the index subspace R n .
A data dependence exists between array accesses Af~ and Ag~ if and only if at least one of the two accesses is a write, f~ = g~ , and~ ;~ 2 R .
Direction vectors
Suppose that a dependence exists between Af~ and Ag~ . Then, the direction vectord = d 1 ; : : : ; d n for this dependence is de ned as: 
The Range Test
The Range Test grew out of a simple observation in our hand analysis of real programs: in parallel loops di erent iterations usually access adjacent array ranges. These ranges can be very regular e.g., an inner loop accesses a xed-length array section and the outer loop strides over this section, they can be increasing or decreasing e.g., if the two loops are triangular; or, they can be irregular e.g., they represent array sections that are carved out of a large array, with start and length of the sections stored in index arrays 1 . With one additional observation we can describe the majority of all access patterns: the loops visiting these ranges may b e i n terchanged, so that the access patterns appear interleaved". Now, if we managed to prove that such adjacent array ranges do not overlap possibly looking through interchanged loops" we could tell that the loops are parallel.
At a high level the Range Test works as follows: For a given iteration i o f a l o o p L we consider the accessed array subscript range, rangei, as a symbolic expression. Then, somewhat simpli ed if we can prove that this range does not overlap with the range accessed in the next iteration, i + 1 , then there is no cross-iteration dependence for L. The two ranges do not overlap if maxrangei minrangei + 1. In order to perform this test we need to be able to evaluate and compare minimum and maximum values of a symbolic range expression for a given loop L. F urthermore, the above test is only correct if this expression is monotonically increasing with i. F or decreasing subscripts we test maxrangei + 1 minrangei. Determining monotonicity is of further importance for computing the min and max functions themselves. minrange with respect to L is determined by substituting in the range expression all index variables of inner loops by their values that cause range to be minimal. For example, if range is monotonically increasing with index variable j then this variable is replaced by its lower bound. Determining monotonicity is simple for linear subscripts. However, it can also be done for many nonlinear expressions by testing whether the di erence between two consecutive v alues is always positive or always negative. All these comparisons make use of symbolic expression manipulation capabilities. They also use information about the values assumed by the program variables, with is made known by the Range Propagation algorithm. Together, these capabilities give the Range Test its ability to test nonlinear and symbolic array subscripts. The following section describes the test formally.
Disproving dependence between symbolic expressions
An important basic capability of the Range Test is to determine the minimum and maximum value that an array index function can assume with respect to a particular loop in a nest. The formal de nition of these minimum and maximum values are given below. Intuitively, f min j i 1 ; : : : ; i j and f max j i 1 ; : : : ; i j are functions that return the minimumand maximum values that f may take for a particular iteration of the outermost j loops in a nest. In our implementation of the Range Test, these functions are represented as symbolic expressions made up of loop indices i 1 ; : : : ; i j and loop-invariant v ariables.
The ability to determine the minimum or maximum of f or g in respect to some set of loops leads to our rst dependence test. If the maximum of f is less than the minimum of g in respect to some subset of loops, then these loops cannot carry any dependences. The theorem below states this formally. . This can be done by tightening the bounds on index i j+1 to be P j+1 i j+1 Q j+1 , R j+1 when computing f max j i 1 ; : : : ; i j and tightening the bounds on i 0 j+1 to be P j+1 + R j+1 i 0 j+1 Q j+1 when computing g min j i 1 ; : : : ; i j . Remember that we assume that the loop stride R j+1 is positive. Such a n optimization is useful for disproving loop-carried dependences for ranges of array accesses that do not overlap except for the very rst or very last iteration of the loop. In our experience, such ranges do occur in real programs.
Theorem 1 proves that there are no carried dependences between Af ~ and Ag~ 0 for loops with indices i j+1 ; : : : ; i n , if the range of possible values taken by f for these loops does not overlap with the range of possible values taken by g. H o wever, it cannot prove that there are no carried dependences for a certain loop if the possible values taken by f and g are interleaved for that loop. Figure 3 shows some examples of how array accesses can be interleaved for a particular loop nest. We h a ve found such examples do occur often in practice. All these examples assume that we h a ve a loop nest of the form and that the Range Test is currently attempting to prove that S 1 and S 2 do not carry dependences for loop L 1 . F or gure 3a, the range of accesses made by Af i; j and Agi; j never overlap, so Theorem 1 can prove that loop L 1 does not carry a dependence for this access pair. However, the set of accesses made by Af i; j and Agi; j are interleaved in gures 3b and 3c, causing the test from Theorem 1 to fail, even though the accesses are non-overlapping. We will present a second dependence test that can disprove carried dependences for a special case of these interleavings, where the possible values taken by f and g for a single iteration are not interleaved with the possible values taken by other iterations of f and g i.e., within a single iteration the accesses are contiguous. Figure 3b shows an example of this case. However, before we describe this test, we m ust de ne the property o f monotonicity for a particular loop index. We will deal with Figure 3c in Section 3.2.
b) f(i, j) = 2 * n * i + j, g(i, j) = 2 * n * i + j + n 0 n 2n 3n 4n 5n 6n c) f(i, j) = 2*i + 2 * n * j, g(i, j) = 2*i + 2 * n * j + 1
Figure 3: Examples of how array accesses can be interleaved in respect to a particular loop loop with index i for these examples. All examples assume that 0 i; j n.
De nition 2 A function f~ is monotonically non-decreasing for index i j i fi 1 ; : : : ; j ; : : : ; i n fi 1 ; : : : ; j ; : : : ; i n whenever P j j j Q j . Similarly, a function f~ is monotonically non-increasing for index i j i fi 1 ; : : : ; j ; : : : ; i n fi 1 ; : : : ; j ; : : : ; i n whenever P j j j Q j .
We can prove whether an expression is monotonically non-decreasing for a loop level j by proving that the di erence fi 1 ; : : : ; i j + 1 ; : : : ; i n , fi 1 ; : : : ; i j ; : : : ; i n is always greater than or equal to zero, using the techniques described in Section 4. Similarly, w e can prove whether an expression is monotonically non-increasing for a loop level j by proving that the di erence is always less than or equal to zero.
Using this de nition, we will now show h o w one can disprove dependences carried at level j when the possible values taken by f and g are contiguous for a single iteration of the loop at level j. Proof. Similar to proof of Theorem 2. By de nition of loop-carried dependences, the test from Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 must be applied twice to prove that a pair of access functions f and g do not carry dependences for the loop with index i j : once to disprove a dependence with direction vectord from f to g, and once to disprove a dependence with direction vectord from g to f. Also note that the tests from these two theorems can disprove a dependence directiond from f to g and from g to f, and thus prove that the loop with index i j does not carry a dependence, only if both f and g are monotonically non-decreasing or monotonically non-increasing for i j .
In the previous de nitions and theorems, we h a ve assumed that the subset of loops for which w e are attempting to disprove dependence are the innermost loops with indices i j to i n . The following subsection will show h o w w e can change our notation such that these de nitions and theorems still hold for arbitrary subsets of loops in a nest.
Permuting loops for dependence testing
As described earlier, the test from Theorem 1 can be used to prove independence when the values of access functions f and g are not interleaved as in Fig. 3a , and the tests from Theorems 2 and 3 can be used to prove independence when the values of f and g are interleaved, but the ranges are contiguous within each iteration as in Fig. 3b . For more complex interleavings, the tests from all three Theorems would fail. Figure 3c gives an example of one of these more complex interleavings. The important observation that helps us deal with these situations nevertheless is, that these interleavings could be made contiguous by permuting the loops. For example, if loop L 1 , with index i, and loop L 2 , with index j were swapped" so that L 2 becomes the outermost loop, we w ould be able to use Theorem 1 to prove that there are no carried dependences in the now inner L 1 loop, and use Theorem 2 to prove that there are no carried dependences in the now outer L 2 loop.
Using this observation, the Range Test attempts to maximize the number of loops that it can identify as not carrying dependences by applying its tests upon a permuted ordering of the loops in the nest. The Range Test does not physically permute the loops; it is done logically during the analysis. One issue in doing so is to nd the legal permutations. Ideally, w e w ould consider all permutations of those loops that do not carry dependences in their actual position. However, because our test proves independence on the permuted loop nests, we use a more conservative criterion: We consider a loop as parallel if we can prove that independence of the permuted loop implies independence at the loop's actual position. In the terminology of Banerjee's Test, our conservative method means that we do not try the full tree of direction vectors. We h a ve found our method to work very well in practice.
The advantage of our permutation method is that it allows us to use simple, contiguous representations of array accesses. Where the accesses are non-contiguous, we try to make them so during the analysis, using logical loop permutations. Alternatively, w e could use an array access representation that can fully express non-contiguous reference patterns. While this would complicate the symbolic comparisons of the access ranges, it could obviate the need for the logical permutations. An e ort to do so is underway in a related project 28 .
Our algorithm determines a legal loop permutation by recursively nding a legal permutation of the inner loops, then nding a location where it may safely insert the next outer loop in this ordering. The nal location of the outer loop is found by repeatedly moving inwards by one until it reaches a location where the test can prove that it carries no dependences, or the loop just inside this location either carries a dependence or would carry a dependence if the candidate loop was moved inside of it.
We will show that this method generates a legal permutation using Lemma 1, for whose proof we refer to Banerjee 2 . Lemma 1 A l o op that does not carry a dependence c an be l e gally moved d e eper into the loop nest and all loops that didn't carry a dependence b eforehand would still not do so.
Intuitively, because our heuristic only move s a l o o p l inwards across loops L that don't carry dependences, we can always reverse this permutation. The reversal can be thought o f a s m o ving the L loops back inside l, which is correct according to Lemma 1.
We will show this more formally by induction. For the base case, where the loop nest is a single loop, the permutation is trivially legal. For the inductive step, assume that the heuristic generates legal permutations for loop nests of j loops. For a nest of j + 1 loops, the heuristic rst recursively nds a permutation of the innermost j loops, then nds a location for the j + 1th loop in this permutation. By the inductive h ypothesis, the recursive rst step results in a legal permutation. For the second step, which m o ves the j + 1th loop inwards, all loops between the original and nal positions of the j + 1th loop do not carry dependences, by de nition of the heuristic. Thus, we can undo this second step by m o ving all these loops back inside the j + 1th loop; and, by Lemma 1, all loops not carrying dependences still do not so. Therefore, the heuristic generates a legal permutation for a nest of j + 1 loops.
Algorithm
The algorithm for the Range Test, which implements the permutation heuristic described previously, i s displayed in Figure 4 . It generates the permuted loop nest, represented by the ordered list P, b y visiting each l o o p L j in the original loop nest, from innermost to outermost, and nding its proper location in the set of inner permuted loops P . Simultaneously, the algorithm determines whether each l o o p L j carries any dependences. Loops proven not to carry dependences are added to the set D. visits each l o o p L j while the inner while loop determines whether the current L j carries any dependence and where to insert it in the list of permuted inner loops P. Statement S 1 tests if L j does not carry a dependence at a particular location in P . If it doesn't carry a dependence, it is added to the set of parallel loops D and inserted into P at this location. Statement S 2 tests if it is legal to move the current location of loop L j in P inward by one. If not, it is inserted into P at this location. It is not legal to move the current location of L j in P inwards by one if the current location is the innermost location in P, if the next inner loop in P carries a dependence, or if the next inner loop in P would become carry a dependence should L j be inserted inside of it. Statement S 3 performs the actual insertion of L j into P. Functions RTEST1 and RTEST2 are displayed in Figure 5 . Function RTEST1, which applies the maximum of f with respect to i. Figure 6 shows how the Range Test generalizes this observation for computing the maximum of an expression for a given set of loops. The algorithm for computing the minimum is very similar; simply switch the monotonically non-decreasing and monotonically non-increasing cases. It can be proven that the result of these functions meets De nition 1; that is, they are the minimum or maximum of f in the subspace spanned by indices i j+1 , . . . , i n .
The algorithm in Figure 6 includes a mechanism that speeds up the computation signi cantly. A naive implementation would not include the statements x 1 ::x 7 and instead compute the monotonicity of the expression y at statement s in each iteration of the for loop. This can be ine cient because each monotonicity computation for y requires a possibly expensive symbolic expression comparison. To avoid the cost of frequent recomputations of the monotonicity, the algorithm attempts to determine the monotonicity M from the precomputed monotonicity of the original array index expression f and the loop bound expressions. The monotonicity states of all array accesses M f and all loop bounds are computed only once, at the beginning of dependence testing of the program. More speci cally, the algorithm initially sets M equal to M f in statement x 1 then updates M after each substitution of a loop variable i k with its bound P k , o r Q k , resp., using the monotonicity information in M Pk and M Qk of the substituted loop bound expressions. The basic idea of the update is this: Consider a subscript expression y before , in which the index variable i k is substituted by bound, resulting in y after . Assume that y before increases monotonically with respect to i k . Then, y after is certain to increase expression function MAXf;L with respect to some other index i j , i f b o t h y before and bound increase with respect to i j . Several cases of monotonicity states for i k , i j , and y before have to be considered, as expressed by the algorithm in statements x 5 and x 6 . Statement x 7 nally sets the new monotonicity state with respect to the now eliminated variable to const. W e h a ve found this optimization to be very e ective in practice. For many array accesses, the monotonicity never needs to be computed with symbolic comparisons.
Time complexity
Since the Range Test spends nearly all of its time performing symbolic expression comparisons, its time complexity can be characterized by the numb e r o f s y m bolic comparisons performed. These comparisons occur explicitly in the functions RTEST1 and RTEST2X and implicitly in the monotonicity tests of MIN and MAX. Since the Range Test may call RTEST1 and RTEST2 as many a s On 2 times, where n is the loop nest depth, and RTEST1 and RTEST2 call MIN and MAX, which performs at most On symbolic comparisons to determine monotonicity for each index, the Range Test performs at most On 3 symbolic comparisons for one pair of array accesses Af~ and Ag~ 0 . In practice, only a few permutations are examined and at most a constant n umb e r o f s y m bolic comparisons are done by the monotonicity tests of MIN and MAX. So, the average number of symbolic comparisons done by the the Range Test is near On.
Unfortunately, determining the costs of symbolic expression comparison is much more di cult. The worst case performance of symbolic comparisons is exponential on the size of the expressions compared and upon the numb e r o f v ariables in the program. However, the average case performance is much better.
Generalizing the Range Test
In our description of the Range Test, we made some assumptions about the form of loop-nests to ease its presentation. More speci cally, w e assumed that all array accesses are one-dimensional, the loops have a positive stride, none of the array accesses nor loop bounds contain loop-variant v ariables that are not loop indices, and that the enclosing loops between the two accesses being tested are perfectly nested. Most of these assumptions can be removed with simple modi cations of the Range Test algorithm described so far. Our implementation includes these extensions.
Multidimensional arrays are handled by applying the Range Test to each dimension of the array subscript, then intersecting all the sets of loops that we found to carry dependences.
Negative strides are dealt with through a modi cation of Theorems 2 and 3 and the functions min and max. In Figure 6 we s w ap the substitutions of upper bounds Q x with the substitutions of lower bounds P x when loop L k has an always negative stride. This is necessary because the loop limit Q x is less than the starting value P x for negative strides.
For the Theorems 2 and 3, one needs to swap the terms monotonically non-decreasing" and monotonically non-increasing" in the theorems when loop L j has an always negative stride. This swapping of terms is necessary because of the de nition of direction vectors for loops with negative strides. That is, a dependence with a dependence direction d j = ', where loop L j has a negative stride, means that there is a dependence between two iterations i j and i 0 j of L j , where i j i 0 j . T o ensure that the theorems stay correct, see the proof of Theorem 2, one must invert the monotonicity condition on g min j i 1 ; : : : ; i j for index i j .
For strides that cannot be proven to be always positive or always negative, our implementation of the Range Test is very conservative and marks the loops with these strides as loops that carry dependences.
Loop-variant v ariables are variables whose value may c hange within a loop and that are not loop indices of enclosing loops. We can modify the functions min and max to eliminate from their results all variables that are loop-variant for the loops in L. A loop-variant v ariable can be eliminated by substituting it with its range computed by the Range Propagation facility. F unction RTEST2x must also be modi ed to eliminate all loop-variant v ariables for loop L j from expressions s and t, see Figure 5. Loops that aren't perfectly nested include a set of loops that only enclose the access Af~ and or a set of loops that only enclose the access Ag~ . Let L only f and L only g be the name of these sets, and let L both be the loop nest enclosing both accesses.
The two accesses cause a data dependence between iteration~ both and~ 0 both if the total range accessed by L only f in iteration~ both overlaps with the range accessed by L only g in iteration~ 0 both . In order to factor in these ranges we need just modify the functions minf;L and maxg;L to always substitute the indices of the loops in L only f and L only g . This will ensure that any computation of these functions also includes the maximum or minimum of all the values that the access expression can take for all iterations of L only f and L only g , respectively.
Symbolic range propagation
To provide a facility for comparing symbolic expressions, we h a ve developed a technique called range propagation. W e will only give a brief sketch of this technique and refer the interested reader to 7 .
Range propagation consists of two parts: the range propagation algorithm and an expression comparison facility. The range propagation algorithm collects and propagates variable constraints through a program. The expression comparison facility uses these variable constraints to determine arithmetic relationships between two symbolic expressions.
The range propagation algorithm centers on the collection and propagation of symbolic lower and upper bounds on variables, called ranges, through a program unit. Abstract interpretation 13 is used to compute the ranges for variables at each point of a program unit. That is, the algorithm executes" the program by following the control ow paths of the program, updating the current ranges to re ect the e ects of the statements encountered along these paths, until a xed point is reached.
Each F ORTRAN statement updates the set of ranges in the following way: An assignment statement sets the range for the left-hand side variable to the range computed from the right-hand side expression. A conditional statement constrains the entering ranges by the conditional's test. For example, in the body of the IF-statement IF a 100 THEN BODY ENDIF the range of the variable a is known to be less than 100. This is done by determining the smallest upper bound and largest lower bound of the old ranges and the conditional's test. Similarly, at merge points of the control ow, such a s ENDIF statements, the ranges of these paths are merged. These merged ranges are computed by taking the largest upper bound and smallest lower bound from the merging control ow paths. To guarantee that the algorithm eventually reaches a xed point and halts, a widening operator 13 is also applied to merge points that are loop headers. This widening operator sets a range to a conservative v alue if the range has changed too often during the course of computation. Now, we will describe how the information collected by the range propagation algorithm can be used to compare symbolic expressions. We compare two expressions by calculating the integer range spanned by their di erence, then determining whether this range is always positive o r a l w ays negative. This integer range is calculated by repeatedly substituting ranges for variables in the di erence expression then simplifying the expression, until all variables are eliminated. Often, the simpli cation of expressions containing ranges needs to determine inequality relationships of its subexpressions, typically the subexpression's sign.
For example, suppose we wish to compare xy +1 with y, where x = y : 10 , meaning y x 10, and y = 1 : 1 . First, we calculate the di erence, which i s x y , y + 1. Then, we substitute y : 10 Figure 7 for x in x y , y + 1, getting y : 10 y , y + 1. Simplifying this expression down, we get the range y y , 1 + 1 : 9 y + 1 . Since the simpli ed range still contains variables, we substitute 1 : 1 for y, getting 1 : 1 1 : 1 , 1 + 1 : 9 1 : 1 + 1 . After simpli cation, this becomes 1 : 1 . From this range, we can now see that x y + 1 y .
Examples
In this section, we will provide examples of important loop nests, taken from the Perfect Benchmarks 4 , that the Range Test can determine to be parallel, but which conventional data dependence tests cannot. One example is a loop nest taken from subroutine FTRVMT from the code OCEAN. This loop nest accounts for 44 of the code's sequential execution time on an Alliant FX 80. A simpli ed version of this loop is shown in Figure 7 . Conventional data dependence tests cannot prove that these loops do not carry any dependences because of the 258 i2k jj term in the subscripts for array data. The Range Test, on the other hand, can do so. Since the upper bound xjl o f l o o p jj is not monotonic, the test used +1 as an approximation of this bound. For this pair of access functions, the Range Test had to use Theorems 1, 2, and 3 and permute the jl loop inside the jj loop to prove that there are no loop-carried dependences. The key steps that helped the Range Test succeed in this loop were to 1 symbolically express the array access range of the loop body with respect to each of the enclosing loops, 2 for each enclosing loop, factoring in the symbolic bounds and nding the rst and last access of the range, 3 proving non-overlap by comparing these access boundaries symbolically in many possible loop permutations.
Another important loop nest, which needs a dependence test for symbolic, nonlinear expressions, can be found in subroutine OLDA from the code TRFD. A simpli ed version of this loop nest is shown in Figure 8 . This loop nest accounts for 69 of the code's sequential execution time on an Alliant FX 80. To parallelize this loop nest, induction variable substitution must be used to replace the induction variable mrsij at statement S 1 with the statement: mrsij = mi 2 , mi + mrs num 2 + num=2 + mj + 1:
After this substitution, conventional data dependence tests cannot prove that there are no selfdependences for xrsij at S 2 because of the nonlinear array subscript after forward-substituting the value of mrsij. The Range Test, on the other hand, would have no di culties in proving that this array has no self-dependences. The key property on the Range Test in this example is that it can deal with truly nonlinear subscripts. It can do so as long as it can determine symbolic lower and upper bounds of the involved array access ranges.
Measurements
To measure the e ectiveness and speed of the Range Test, we compared its results with the Omega Test 30 . We c hose this comparison because the Omega test is among the most accurate data-dependence tests available. In terms of e ciency, the Omega test may not be the ideal comparison because, as others have pointed out, simpler and faster tests are equally powerful in practice 29 . Nevertheless, the Omega test serves as an interesting reference point.
Roughly, the Omega Test is a variant o f i n teger Fourier-Motzkin analysis 16, 31 with optimizations to make the common cases fast. For a ne array subscripts and loop bounds, the Omega Test is an exact data dependence test. The Omega Test handles non-a ne expressions using uninterpreted function symbols. Our implementation of the Omega Test uses the Omega Library version 0.91 25 .
Since uninterpreted function symbols are the Omega Test's solution to non-a ne expressions, the functionality of uninterpreted function symbols needs some further explanation. An uninterpreted function symbol is simply a variable with one or more arguments, e.g., fi; j, representing a side-e ect-free function. The Omega Test accepts a ne expressions extended to also contain uninterpreted function symbols, e.g., i + 2 fi. The current implementation of the Omega Test only allows the loop indices of enclosing loops to be the arguments of uninterpreted function symbols. Two identical uninterpreted function symbols can be cancelled out or combined together if all their arguments are equal, e.g., fi , fi 0 = 0 i f i = i 0 . Because our implementation of our interface to the Omega Test adds no constraints on the values that these uninterpreted function symbols can take, the Omega Test can apply no other kind of simpli cation on uninterpreted function symbols.
Our interface to the Omega Test handles non-a ne expressions by translating them into uninterpreted function symbols. For example, to set up a dependence test between Ani+j and Ani+j+1, the interface would translate the non-a ne expression n i into the uninterpreted function symbol fi.
Thus, the interface would feed the constraint fi + j = fi 0 + j 0 + 1 to the Omega Test. We also use uninterpreted function symbols to handle loop-variant v ariables. That is, variables whose values change for some loop but are not loop indices.
E ectiveness
To measure the e ectiveness of the Range Test and Omega Test, we counted the number of loops found parallel by these techniques as well as the number of loop-carried dependences eliminated. The results of these measurements is shown in Table 2 . These results were run on a subset of the Perfect Benchmarks, two National Center of Supercomputing Applications NCSA codes, and most of the Fortran codes in the Spec92 benchmarks. Before running either the Range or Omega tests we detected obvious dependences with some very simple data dependence tests. The most important of these simple tests were the GCD test and a simple test that eliminated dependences between Ai and Ai for a loop with index i. W e counted an eliminated loop-carried dependence arc multiple times if that arc carried dependences for multiple loops.
We broke our results into three categories. The Both tests category displays the numb e r o f l o o p s that were found parallel and the number of loop-carried dependences eliminated by both the Range and Omega tests. The Range only category displays the number of loops found parallel and loop-carried dependences eliminated by the Range Test but not the Omega Test. Similarly, the Omega only category displays the number of loops found parallel and loop-carried dependences eliminated by the Omega Test but not the Range Test.
All of the advanced restructuring techniques developed and implemented in Polaris were used before dependence testing. These techniques include partial inlining, interprocedural symbolic constant propagation with procedure cloning, array privatization, generalized induction variable substitution, and reduction recognition. Because of this, dependence arcs from reductions, induction variables, and private arrays and scalars have already been eliminated when the Range and Omega Tests were executed. Details of these advanced techniques can be found in 11, 10 .
From Table 2 , we can see that there are cases where the Range Test does better, and cases where the Omega Test does better. This should not be surprising, because the Omega Test has di culties with non-a ne expressions while the Range Test was designed to handle such cases. On the other hand, the Omega test is exact for a ne expressions while the Range Test is not.
To get a better understanding why one test was more successful than the other for some cases, we examined every loop-carried dependence eliminated by only the Range Test or only the Omega Test. For the Range Test, almost every dependence arc that only it eliminated were dependences between nona ne array accesses. Most of these cases were due to the linearization of arrays from partial inlining or from induction variable substitution. The only cases where additional dependence arcs eliminated by the Range Test were not from non-a ne array accesses were all the additional loop-carried dependences eliminated for WAVE5. For these cases, the Range Test used the constraint 1252 n 50080, which w as Although it does not exist in our implementation, an interface to the Omega Test could be developed that makes available such additional constraints as well. The Omega Test sometimes did better than the Range Test for several reasons. The most common reason is coupled subscripts. Coupled subscripts are dependences between multidimensional array accesses where one can disprove dependences by examining all the dimensions together, but can't disprove dependences by testing each dimension, one by one. Almost all of the coupled subscripts that we've seen were one of the access pairs below:
Between Ai; j and Aj; j where i j , Between Ai; j and Aj; i where i j , Between Ai; i + j and Ai + j; i, Between Ai; c and Ac; i where c is an integer. Other coupled subscripts were simple variants of the above four types. Coupled subscripts accounted for about half of the additional loop-carried dependences eliminated by only the Omega Test for codes BDNA and SU2COR, and all of the additional loop-carried dependences for codes MDG, NASA7, and TOMCATV.
The other case where the Omega Test sometimes did better than the Range Test were for those cases where the ranges of two array accesses overlapped, but this overlap is solely due to a dependence between the two accesses for the same loop iteration. This case occurred for all the additional loopcarried dependences eliminated by only the Omega Test for ORA, MDLJDP2, and MDLJSP2. One example, taken from ORA, is a dependence between Ai+400 and Ai+5 0j +300, where 1 i 19.
A dependence exists between these two accesses only when j = 2 and i = i 0 , where i 0 is the value of the i index for the second access. Another example, taken from MDLJDP2 amd MDLJSP2, is a dependence between Al and A4fi; j; k+l, where 1 l 4, and fi; j; k is actually a complicated non-a ne expression. Now the Range Test is powerful to analyze this non-a ne expression, which i s fi; j; k = n 2 i + n j + k , n 2 , n, to determine that fi; j; k 0. However, it is not smart enough to see that the coe cient 4 on the term 4 fi; j; k guarantees that there can only be a dependence between iteration l 0 and l 00 of the loop with index l if and only if l 0 = l 00 , since 1 l 4. On the other hand, the Omega Test can prove this, even though it does not know the values that f can take.
Another reason for why the Omega Test sometimes did better than the Range Test was that our interface to the Omega Test was able to replace complex loop-invariant expressions with symbolic constants but our interface to the Range Test did not. For example, for the code BDNA, the dependence tests need to disprove dependences between Ai and Ai+2x1, where 1 i x1. Our interface to the Omega Test replaces the loop-invariant x1 term with a symbolic constant t, getting Ai+2t, before feeding it to the Omega Test. Since these transformed accesses are a ne, the Omega Test disproves the dependence between the two accesses. However, the Range Test receives these accesses in their raw form. Since the current implementation of Range Propagation cannot determine constraints on the x1 term, it cannot prove that i x1 1 + 2 x1 i + 2 x1 since it doesn't know that x1 is always positive. Thus, the Range Test fails for this pair of accesses. However, if some pre-processing pass was written to replace all loop-invariant expressions with symbolic constants, e.g., replace all x1s with t, the Range Test would also succeed. Because of this, we do not consider this case to be a shortcoming to the Range Test, just its interface. This case occurred for half of additional loop-carried dependences eliminated by only the Omega Test for BDNA and SU2COR. The other half were coupled subscripts, described above.
The nal reason why the Omega Test sometimes did better than the Range Test for our measurements was because the Omega test can always break cross-iteration dependences for loops with only one iteration while the Range Test cannot. Being that there is no bene t in parallelizing single iteration loops, we do not consider this to be a weakness of the Range Test for our purpose. This case occurred for the cross-iteration dependences eliminated only by the Omega Test for TRFD and WAVE5.
Overall, the Range Test was able to determine that more loops were parallel than the Omega Test. Additionally, w e found that most of the loops that were identi ed as parallel by only the Range Test were loops that take up a signi cant fraction of the program's execution time, while the loops identi ed as parallel by only the Omega Test were all insigni cant. Thus, for our test suite, the Range Test has a greater impact than the Omega Test in identifying signi cant amounts of loop-level parallelism in real programs.
Speed
One of the biggest arguments made by compiler developers against symbolic data dependence tests such as the Range Test is that they are too slow. Although the Range Test is slower than other dependence tests such as the GCD or Banerjee's Inequalities test, since it manipulates symbolic expressions rather than integers, we believe that the Range Test is e cient enough for use in commercial parallelizing compilers.
To support this assertion, we h a ve measured the execution times taken by the Range and Omega tests to perform the dependence testing for the measurements displayed in Table 2 and discussed in the previous section. These timings are displayed in Table 3 . These timings were collected on a Sparc 10. Our measurements were collected from Polaris, which w as compiled with g++ 2.6.3 with the -O ag. The columns Range Test and Omega test show the times taken by the Range and Omega Tests to perform the dependence tests in the previous experiment.
To give the reader an idea of the signi cance of these timings compared to the rest of the compiler, we also included timings for all the preprocessing performed before dependence testing and timings of the rest of the dependence testing pass. The preprocessing phase includes the time to parse the Fortran codes as well as several restructuring techniques, including the advanced techniques described in the previous subsection. Because some of these advanced techniques may signi cantly increase code size, e.g., partial inlining and interprocedural constant propagation with procedure cloning, the time spent applying these advanced techniques and dependence testing may b e m uch greater than in other parallelizing compilers. The timings of the rest of dependence testing pass includes timings of the simple dependence tests described in the previous subsection, as well as timings of the functions that determine and iterate over all possible dependences that need to be tested in a program unit, that create a dependence graph, and that identify parallel loops. From Table 3 , one can see that although the Range Test does take a signi cant amount of time in a parallelizing compiler, it does not dominate that execution time. In the worst case, it only took about a third of the execution time of Polaris. In the average case, it took much less. Additionally, it was on average about twice as fast as the Omega Test. In a few cases, it was much faster. Thus, we feel con dent in claiming that the Range Test is e cient enough to be incorporated in commercial parallelizing compilers.
Related work
The Range Test was developed, independent of other dependence tests, to handle the symbolic array subscripts we encountered in actual programs. Early ideas of such a test were described in 17, 2 4 , 9 . The most distinguished feature of the test may be the fact that it is now a vailable in an actual compiler, which has proven to parallelize important programs to an unprecedented degree 5 . The following discussion compares our test to one of the most e ective state-of-the-art tests and points out related ideas of other projects.
Mathematically, the Range Test can be thought of as an extension of a symbolic version of the Triangular Banerjee's Inequalities test with dependence direction vectors 1, 3 2 , which is one of the most e ective state-of-the-art tests. However, our approach and implementation are substantially di erent. The only drawback of our test, compared to the Triangular Banerjee's test with directions, is that it cannot test arbitrary direction vectors, particularly those containing more than one` ' o r ' e.g.,
; . The permutation of loop indices partially overcomes this drawback. These permutations can be thought o f a s p e r m utations of the dependence direction vectors tested. We h a ve found that this limited set of direction vectors, along with the permutation of loop indices, was su cient to parallelize all of the relevant loop nests in our test suite. One advantage of this approach is that the worst case of the number of direction vectors tested is better than Banerjee's Inequalities with directions, since we test at most On 2 direction vectors while Banerjee's Inequalities with directions may test as many a s O3 n direction vectors. The same holds for the Omega test, which also can test all direction vectors.
Haghighat and Polychronopoulos, presented a dependence test to handle nonlinear, symbolic expressions 21 . Their algorithm is essentially a symbolic version of Banerjee's Inequalities test. However, their test did not include the extensions to Banerjee's Inequalities to test dependence direction vectors and to handle triangular loops, nor does it include our extension to handle nonlinear expressions containing i c terms, as in Figure 8 after induction variable substitution, where i is a loop index and c is an integer constant greater than 1. We h a ve seen several important examples in the Perfect Benchmarks that need all these extensions to be identi ed as parallel. The same authors presented ideas to calculate the set of constraints on variables holding for each statement of the program unit, then to use these constraints to prove or disprove symbolic inequalities for dependence testing. We also determine constraints on variables and perform symbolic inequality tests, although we use di erent techniques. We will compare these two methods later in this section.
In a separate paper, the same authors 22 describe a technique to prove that a symbolic expression is strictly increasing or decreasing. By using this technique, self-dependences for an array reference can be eliminated. Their example can prove that all the loops in Figure 8 , after induction variable substitution, are parallel. However, as described, the test only handles self-dependences. The subroutine OLDA in TRFD has other important loop nests that has multiple array accesses with nonlinear subscript expressions similar to the subscripts from Figure 8 .
Maslov 26 presents an alternate way to handle symbolic, nonlinear expressions. Instead of testing these expressions directly, his algorithm partitions the expression into several independent subexpressions, then tests these partitions using conventional data dependence tests. Essentially, it de-linearizes array references. For example, it converts an array reference An i + j, where 1 j n, i n to a two-dimensional array Aj; i. The greatest strength of this technique is that it can convert nonlinear expressions into linear ones, allowing exact data tests like the Omega Test 30 to be applied. Because of this, there are situations where Maslov's algorithm succeeds whereas the Range Test does not, such as the array references An i + j and Ai + n j, where 1 i j n. H o wever, the de-linearization algorithm cannot handle expressions containing terms of the form i c , as in Figure 8 after induction variable substitution. Furthermore, the algorithm requires some additional symbolic capabilities; the compiler must be able to calculate symbolic gcd's and modulos, and the compiler must be able to sort the set of symbolic coe cients c j 's. Performing this symbolic sort can be particularly di cult, since one may be unable to determine that some of the coe cients are less than others i.e., the c j 's may not have a total ordering.
There has been some work in the determination of constraints on variables. Much w ork has been done in determining the possible range, or interval, of values that variables can take, for the purpose of array bounds checking or program veri cation 23, 1 2 . These algorithms, however, only propagate integer ranges. Cousot and Halbwachs 14 o er a powerful algorithm for determining symbolic linear constraints between variables. Their algorithm is used by Haghighat's symbolic dependence test to determine constraints on variables. Their algorithm is based upon the calculation, intersection, and merging of convex polyhedrons in the n-space of variable values. Although their algorithm is more accurate at calculating linear constraints than ours, their algorithm cannot handle nonlinear constraints such a s a b c. Although not too common, we h a ve seen cases where nonlinear bounds must be propagated or expressions with nonlinear di erences must be compared.
Conclusions
We h a ve developed a symbolic data dependence test, called the Range Test, that can identify parallel loops in the presence of nonlinear array subscripts and loop bounds. We h a ve shown that the Range Test can prove that two v ery important loop nests in the Perfect Benchmarks are parallel, whereas conventional data dependence tests cannot. In our experiments, we h a ve found that the Range Test can prove independence for many of the other parallel loops that contain symbolic nonlinear array subscript expressions.
We h a ve implemented the Range Test together with a symbolic range propagation algorithm in Polaris, a parallelizing compiler being developed at the University of Illinois 19, 10 . Currently, the Range Test is the only data dependence test implemented in Polaris. To determine its e ectiveness, we h a ve run it through an initial compiler test suite, which consists of half of the codes of the Perfect Benchmarks plus other applications gathered from users of high performance machines at the University of Illinois. We h a ve found that in all cases, Polaris is able to parallelize these codes nearly as well as the hand-parallelized versions. For two of the codes, TRFD and OCEAN, current commercial parallelizing compilers can only achieve a speedup of at most 2 on the Cedar multiprocessor, a parallel research machine with 32 vector processors, due to false dependences seen for nonlinear array accesses. However, with the Range Test, along with other advanced techniques mentioned in 10 , we are able to optimize the codes close to the hand parallelized versions, which reached a speedup of 43 for TRFD and 16 for OCEAN. With the aid of memoization 27 , or the caching of already tested array subscript pairs, we h a ve found the execution time of the Range Test to be acceptable, even when applied as the only test. In future versions of Polaris, we will only invoke this test when other dependence tests fail due to nonlinear expressions. In these versions, the Range Test should not signi cantly increase the compiler's execution time. The range propagation algorithm can be somewhat costly, although not prohibitively so. Because of this, we h a ve developed several techniques to improve its e ciency, such as using Static Single Assignment form 15 , propagating ranges derived only from control ow, or propagating ranges only on demand 8 .
